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Russia's winemaking history of less than two hundred years is brief by European 
measures, though, like Europe or New World, punctuated by periods of extreme 
success and difficult times. 

From the earliest winemaking days Vesegonsky Winery has figured prominently and 
few would argue the importance of its influence on Russia's winemaking psyche.

History and heritage combined with spirit of innovation and the constant and endless 
pursuit of quality makes Vesegonsky winery one of the leading wine enterprises in 
Russian Federation and Commonwealth of independent States (CIS). 









Sweet and natural, Goodberry collection is arguably Russia’s most celebrated fruit wine and 
officially listed as the best fruit wine of Russia.

Category leader in retail market, constantly claimed by Russian consumers as preferred choice

Made from cranberry, intensely-flavoured and beautifully structured, Goodbery collection is 
ranged in 6 flavors: strawberry, raspberry, cherry, black current, black chokeberry, blackberry  



Vesegonsky winery has been 
successfully working with Auchan Russia 
for a long period of time, being claimed 
as preferred supplier  

Monthly sales in Auchan Russia 
reached 81,000 bottles combined 



Though current business 
environment may seem to be 
rather challenging, the time has 
come to explore truly natural 
wines which Russia has to offer.

Thousands of people from all over the world already appreciated natural and smooth 
taste of Goodberry wines and considering exchange rate established, Goodberry will 
definitely becomes a “value for money” | “preferred option” | “first to consider” 
solution for international mainstream consumer.  



Вина, которые нравятся

Head office in Moscow:

Phone: +7 (495) 504 – 2832

CREATIVE WINE company

Building 5, 34 Shabolovka street

Moscow

Russia

115419

www.creative-wine.ru
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